Minutes for BRS-Transit meeting on Friday, July 21, 2017 at 4:00-5:00PM
Location: Transit’s new COC on Valley Road
Present: Corey Shrigley from Transit; Peter Gallen, Cameron McMillan and Robert Clipperton
from BRS.
1) 22nd Street Corridor: What has Transit’s experience been so far on this latest corridor?
a) The general principle of the service changes on the west side was to: i) implement a highfrequency (10-minute) corridor along 22nd Street while retaining the close spacing of bus
stops (e.g., high-frequency but not high-speed corridor), ii) retain for now the mediumfrequency (15-minute) service along 20th Street, and iii) make as small changes as
possible to the suburban loops to minimize confusion among the riders. No attempt was
made this time to improve north-south service across the 22nd Street corridor.
b) In general Transit was pleased with the implementation of the 22nd Street high-frequency
corridor and its suburban loops. So far, no major negative impacts from the train
crossings have been reported beyond some inevitable delay in a few, immediately
affected buses.
c) Prior to the implementation, Transit did most of its engagement and advertising locally,
which included direct consultations with Riversdale BID, USSU (University student
union) and Montgomery Community Association and the door-to-door delivery of
informational leaflets directly to businesses. The open house at Confederation Mall for
the general public was very well attended. Prior to and after implementation, Transit also
conducted an on-line survey for anyone interested. Transit was aided by Fast Consulting
in these engagements and feed-back was generally much more positive than negative.
d) In response to a particular query that BRS had received about service to Montgomery,
Transit indicated that they had difficulty satisfying everyone in the community due to
conflicting community desires: some people want good transit service while others
resented any transit vehicles on the narrow streets. Transit attempts to lessen the negative
impact by using smaller vehicles.
e) Additional information sessions are planned at the University of Saskatchewan and other
post-secondary institutions in the fall when classes resume.
2) 2018 Budget: What are Transit’s priorities and challenges for the upcoming budget?
a) Additional funds are required to mitigate the negative effects on service in particular
neighbourhoods, such as route 86, due to the introduction of the high-frequency corridors.
b) Additional funds are required to mitigate particularly awkward situations, such as route
17, when transforming daily from regular daytime service to regular evening service.

c) A new staff position for a Planning Engineer is required.
d) The recently acquired Remix software allows quick and easy calculation of route costs,
which will allow Transit to provide feed-back to Councillors and others regarding the
financial impact of requests for expanded routes.
3) Update on the Branding Initiative and the Communications Consultant position
a) Interviews are still being held for the Communications Consultant position.
b) The duties of the position are presently shared between Cory, Colleen , Andrew and Mark
who have concentrated on well-established initiatives such as ‘Stuff the Bus’. BRS
suggested that Transit, following the lead of Police and other civic organizations, might
want to take part in the Pride Parade and the Exhibition Parade (either by providing a bus
or a tongue-in-cheek sign stating that “all Transit vehicles are currently serving
customers”).
c) After the hiring of a new Communications Consultant, a soft launch of the new brand is
planned for the early fall, probably September when classes resume.
d) BRS suggested that after the new Brand is introduced, Transit might want to extend the
impact of the new logo and colour scheme over a longer period through regular postings
on specific topics (e.g., ‘cheapest fare is obtained by using Go-Pass’, ‘lost & foundprocedures’, ‘contact information and contact hours by phone, web, text, in person, etc. ’)
in buses and bus shelters, in the malls and elsewhere and by being regularly present in the
media (regular interviews for paid and free newspapers, radio, TV). One specific
suggestion was to make highly visible posters (always with the new logo and colour
scheme) about ticket availability at each vendor location in particular, but also at
terminals, select bus stops, city garbage cans, and other key locations.
4) Could you update us on the various planning initiatives that seem to be in the works:
a) Three major consulting contracts are currently in the process of being approved by
Council: i) an Engineering contract for the design of the BRT plus the entire future transit
network, ii) a Planning contract for 3-5 so-called Transit Villages, and iii) an Engagement
contract.
i) Regarding the Downtown Terminal, BRS indicated that the exact intersection of the
Red & Blue BRT-lines is the logical location for this critical terminal. BRS also
stressed that this terminal should be publicly controlled and that it is the logical
location for a joint-terminal between local, regional and inter-city transit providers,
and shuttles to the airport and train stations. In addition to adequate space for the
various transit vehicles, services required include accessible, clean and no-cost public
toilets; ticket and freight sales; luggage storage; lost-and-found; refuse, recycling &

cigarette disposal; secure bike parking; and shelters and waiting room with sufficient
seating — all with adequate safety and security. Due to the very high numbers of
pedestrians and cycles accessing the site from the immediate surroundings and
similarly high numbers of riders changing buses at that location, a careful design is
absolutely crucial. Dedicated traffic corridors for the various transit vehicles are also
crucial in order to ensure unencumbered access in all directions all the way to city
limits.
b) Regarding the proposed Transit Villages, Transit has emphasized that transit functionality
should be paramount. As above, BRS again stressed the essential needs for public toilets,
ticket sales, benches, shelters and security.
5) Update on Train-the-Trainer: What is the status of this initiative?
a) Transit has already been in contact with a number of organizations, such as Aquired
Brain Injury Association, SCOA, Open Door Society and New Comers, some of which
have been very interested and others that have not yet committed themselves. BRS
regretted that the Public Library has not yet been contacted.
b) Transit is launching a series of ‘Experience Transit’ training sessions in August and
September for small groups of the general public (see pamphlets below).
i) The purpose of these sessions is multi-faceted. First, they provide opportunities for
Transit to find out what people already know and what they want and may need to
learn. Second, they provide hands-on opportunities for multiple Transit staff to learn
to conduct this kind of training sessions for a varied audience and they also function
as testing grounds for the hand-outs and training materials. Third, they are a tangible
result of a dedicated effort by Transit to reach out to particular organizations in the
community. Fourth, they provide an opportunity to recruit select individuals as future
lay-trainers.
ii) Eight sessions in total for six (6) signed-up people each have been scheduled for
August and September. Of these eight sessions, four have been dedicated to members
of SCOA.
iii) People can sign up as individuals, but entire (extended) families are also encouraged
to sign up, because each individual family member might have differing needs and
might qualify for or be better served by different ticket types.
iv) Each typical session is about two hours long and starts Downtown with a brief
introduction at Transit’s Customer Service Center on types of tickets/passes and how
to purchase them. Then the group learns how to board, pay the fare and exit bus 15 on
the way to Transit’s new COC, where more detailed training on schedules, maps,

rider expectations/behaviours, website/apps will take place, before getting a final
practise run on the return to Downtown.
v) The Information Sheet and Application Form for these sessions, including contact
information for sign-up, have been appended at the end of these minutes.
6) How does Lost & Found work, especially outside Customer Service Centre office hours?
a) This is Saskatoon Transit’s current Lost-and-Found Policy:

b) BRS pointed out that Transit’s website could be much more specific about where lost
articles first end up and where and when exactly they are transferred, including addresses,
contact information and open hours. BRS also reminded Transit that people are
particularly anxious and vulnerable when losing critical items such as a wallet, credit
card, ID, transit pass, medicines, cell-phone or crucial children’s items (stroller). Finally
BRS pointed out that particular attention needs to be directed to losses that occur outside
of office and telephone contact hours, and also that people cannot access the website or

Customer Service by phone after losing their phone! Contacting a Transit Operator might
be the only available opportunity, so all Operators need to know whom to contact and
that Staff person needs to know exactly what to do.
c) In response to a particular query that BRS had received, we brought Transit’s attention to
the fact that pressing “0” in order to speak to an operator sometimes directs the caller to a
number that is no longer in service. Transit informed us that SaskTel had recently given
notice about terminating their current service with Transit and that Transit is almost
finished installing a new telephone system of their own from Mitel. The problem may
thus already have been remedied or will so be shortly.

